


MEETING AGENDA
- Acknowledgement

- Roll Call

- Congratulations to the Sprint WINNERS

- Race specific information: Sprint Relay

- Q & A



We start TOM by apologizing for the inconvenience created 
by delays of the first buses at Sprint transport to quarantine. 
We are at fault for the miscarriage of communicating with 
public transport company.

We hope it didn’t affect your athletes’ performance.











Arena location: Arena Baia Mare, coordinates: 47.647064, 23.571757 

No official transport will be provided for this stage. Driving to the Arena Baia Mare, will be made to 
official parking (coordinates 47.649054, 23.569492). Please drive carefully, respect embargoed areas in 
the bulletin!

Quarantine check-in will not be made when the competitors enter the quarantine area. The quarantine 
area closes 16:15, for all 4 legs! 

Prize giving ceremony Mix Relay competition – expected at 18:00 after Relay. 



- Access from the Parking to the 
Arena will take about 3 minutes



•No old maps or electronic devices are allowed in the quarantine.

•Toilets both in quarantine (several) and one in pre-start.

•The athletes should mark their bags with their accreditation badge.

•Use of GPS watches is forbidden according to Rules 21.4: GPS-enabled 
devices (watches etc.) must not be carried unless the device has been 
provided by the organizer



Regarding impassable elements, same rules apply like in Individual Sprint.

Traffic: The roads in the competition area are not completely closed. Possible moving 
vehicles will be mainly by local residents. It is athletes’ own responsability to keep an 
eye on traffic.





Arena program for first leg: 

Demonstration shall be done at 16:00.

Quarantine closes at 16:15, without sign-in. Toilets are both in 
quarantine and pre-start (16).

First legs shall enter pre-start quarantine at 16:20. 

At 16:27, first legs will proceed at the start line, in front of the 
stage. The next 3 legs can enter prestart, to cheer up first leg.

At 16:30 mass-start shall be given.

At 16:32, all 2,3,4 legs return to quarantine from pre-start.



Arena program for 2nd, 3rd and 4th legs: 

All 2nd legs may enter prestart at 16:35.

All 3rd legs may enter prestart after first 2nd leg starts (leader).

All 4th legs may enter prestart after first 3rd leg starts (leader).

No return from pre-start to quarantine is allowed (except at the 
mass-start).

Maps will be handed to athletes by organizers, but it is athletes’ 
responsibility to check the bib number printed on the back of their 
maps.



The start will be in the Arena, the athletes will be lined up with 8 
athletes in a row, in the order of the starting numbers. 

The start will be given by the speaker in the arena.



• The map is rolled up and secured with an elastic band. ONLY after making the changeover, the athlete 
can open the map. 

• Competitors may pass from Pre-Start towards changeover area after their team-mate has passed the 
spectator control.

• The changeover can be done exclusively by direct touch between the finishing and starting legs.

• Clear, check, SIAC battery Test and SIAC mode test will be placed at exit from quarantine, towards 
prestart.

• Mass start for delayed teams may be organized at 17:50.



“Green” Canopy

Since the winter, the green 
canopy has grown in 
different ways so they have 
different percentage of 
coverage but mapped the 
same way, without 522
canopy area symbol.

















Q. Map quality and print. During yesterdays sprint, the warm-up map had an excellent quality of print, with 
distinct and good colors. The race-map however was of another paper-type, and the print was a lot weaker! It 
seemed like pretty much all colors were lighter and not as distinct as the warm-up map, which were of really 
high quality. It is of our request both for the sprint-race, the forest races and future events that a good print-
quality of readable maps with the right colors is prioritized. We would prefer both as coaches and runners (if we 
would run ourselves - like coaches race) to run with a map of quality such as the warm-up map, and have a 
plastic bag for protecting it from scratches, tearing and such!

A. It is not a question.











Breakfast Lunch Dinner
WEDNESDAY 6.00-8.00 Caseroles at Arena 18.30-20.00
THURSDAY 7.00-10.00 12.30-14.30 18.30-20.00

FRIDAY 6.00-8.00 Caseroles at Arena 18.30-20.00
SATURDAY 6.15-7.30 Caseroles at Arena 18.30-20.00






























